The form of molecular vibrations, and changes in these, give valuable insights into geometric and electronic structure upon electronic excitation or ionization, and within families of molecules. Here, we give a description of the phenyl-ring-localized vibrational modes of the ground (S0) electronic states of a wide range of orthodisubstituted benzene molecules including both symmetrically-and asymmetrically-substituted cases. We under Cs symmetry, since we wish the labelling scheme to cover both symmetrically-and asymmetricallysubstituted molecules. By studying the vibrational wavenumbers from the same force field while varying the mass of the substituent, we are able to identify the corresponding modes across a wide range of molecules and hence provide consistent assignments. We assign the vibrations of the following sets of molecules: the symmetric o-dihalobenzenes, o-xylene and catechol (o-dihydroxybenzene); and the asymmetric odihalobenzenes, o-halotoluenes, o-halophenols and o-cresol. In the symmetrically-substituted species, we find a pair of in-phase and out-of-phase carbon-substituent stretches, and this motion persists in asymmetricallysubstituted molecules for heavier substituents. When at least one of the substituents is light, then we find that these evolve into localized carbon-substituent stretches.
Introduction
Vibrations are one of the ways that the spectroscopist gains insight into the geometric and electronic structure of molecules. In particular, vibrational activity during an electronic transition or ionization gives information on the resultant changes in the geometry that occur, which in turn can be related to the details of the orbitals involved. Similarly, changes in vibrational wavenumbers across a family of similar species can give information on changes in electronic structure, once mass effects have been considered. In practice, spectroscopists observe a series of spectral lines, which they then have to assign in terms of the normal modes of the molecule. In a simple picture, the assignments would be in terms of symmetry-allowed fundamentals, overtones and combinations, but further complications can arise from Fermi resonance, and vibronic effects such as Herzberg-Teller coupling.
Comparing spectra between molecules can be difficult as even quite small changes in structure, such as the substitution of a single atom, can lead to significant changes in the appearance of the spectrum. This can arise from a change in symmetry, mass shifts in vibrational wavenumber, and electronic effects. Each of these can change the wavenumbers of vibrations quite significantly. Additionally, in electronic or photoelectron spectra, the electronic structure changes can also induce modifications to the vibrations; furthermore, substituent changes can alter the energy separation of electronic states, and hence the strength of Herzberg-Teller (HT) coupling -this can affect the relative intensities of HT-active vibrations. As a consequence, assigning a vibrationally-resolved spectrum with no further information can be somewhat daunting and almost always comparison to similar molecules is made and, increasingly, to quantum chemical calculations.
In the present work, we focus on substituted benzenes, and note that the comparison of vibrations between such molecules has also been obfuscated by the widespread use of two (or more properly three) main labelling schemes. First, there is comparison of the vibrations of a substituted molecule with those of benzene by using the Wilson mode labels [1] . This does not work because the vibrations of the substituted molecule can be very different to those of the parent benzene: something we have discussed in detail for single-substituted species [2] . A heroic attempt has been made by Varsányi [3] to give Wilson-like labels to an enormous range of substituted benzenes; however, as we point out in [2] , different labels were used for the same vibrations when moving between (arbitrarily-defined) "heavy" and "light" substituents. Thus, we dismiss the use of these latter labels, which are labelled "Wilson" or "Varsányi" modes interchangeably throughout the literature. The second set of oft-employed labels are those of Herzberg [4] and Mulliken [5] , with "Mulliken labels" now being the more-frequently used term. These are constructed by arranging the vibrations into symmetry classes, taken in a particular order that is given in the second volume [4] of Herzberg's classic texts, and then within each symmetry class, ordering the vibrations in decreasing wavenumber. It immediately becomes clear that comparing between molecules with different symmetries is problematic, as are cases where substituents are not single atoms (and so additional vibrations enter the list); moreover, if a substituent group undergoes large amplitude internal motion, such as the internal rotation of a methyl group, then even deciding on what symmetry to use can be an issue.
We have taken a pragmatic approach to this problem, aided by the availability of quantum chemical calculations. Briefly, and as outlined in more detail in Ref. [2] for monosubstituted benzenes, we calculated the force field of benzene using a quantum chemistry code, and then artificially increased the mass of one hydrogen, recalculating the vibrational wavenumbers for each mass within this fixed force field. By plotting the wavenumbers as a function of mass, the variations could be clearly seen. Of note was that these variations had settled down at a mass of around 15 amu, and very much smaller changes in wavenumber were observed as the mass was increased further. This turns out to be highly fortuitous, since 14 amu is the mass of an NH2 group, 15 amu that of CH3, 17 amu that of OH and 19 amu that of F, with other common substituents being of higher mass. We applied this scheme to a wide range of monosubstituted benzenes, focusing on the ringlocalized modes and assuming that substituents were point masses. What was remarkable was that only small perturbations appeared to arise from electronic (mesomeric or inductive) effects, and the variations in wavenumber mostly arose from mass changes. In a series of papers, we have applied this labelling scheme to the vibrationally-resolved electronic spectra of jet-cooled monohalobenzenes [6] , [7] , [8] and showed that the vibrational activity observed was similar across the series; further application was made to the electronic and high-resolution photoelectron spectra of toluene [9] , [10] .
It is notable that, in the same way that a single substitution changes the vibrations of benzene significantly, so too does the second substitution on moving from fluorobenzene to p-difluorobenzene. As a consequence, different labels are required for the para-disubstituted cases from those in the monosubstituted case (and different to benzene itself), in order to obtain a consistent labelling scheme [11] . This is a little inconvenient, but emphasises that caution is merited in assuming that vibrations given the same Wilson/Varsányi label in different molecules have the same motion. We have applied this approach to symmetrically-and asymmetrically-substituted para-disubstituted benzenes, in examining the induced vibrational activity following electronic excitation and ionization in para-fluorotoluene (pFT) [12] , [13] , para-xylene (pXyl) [14] , [15] , and para-chlorofluorobenzene (pClFB) [16] . With our labelling scheme, we were able to highlight the similarity in vibrational activity in those cases.
Herein, we shall examine the vibrations of ortho-disubstituted benzenes and will conclude that it is not possible to use the Wilson/Varsányi or Mulliken/Herzberg labelling schemes and, further, that it is also not possible to use the monosubstituted or para-disubstituted labels. (In an upcoming paper, we shall demonstrate the same is true for meta-disubstituted benzenes [17] .) We shall therefore put forward a separate labelling scheme that covers symmetrically-and asymmetrically-substituted molecules based on the lowest common point group for the family, Cs symmetry here, and based on the o-difluorobenzene (oDFB) species.
Computational Details
All of the harmonic vibrational frequencies were obtained using B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations via the GAUSSIAN 09 software package [18] . For bromine and iodine atoms, the fully relativistic effective core potentials, ECP10MDF and ECP28MDF respectively, were used with corresponding aug-cc-pVTZ-PP valence basis sets. All of the calculated harmonic vibrational wavenumbers were scaled by the usual factor of 0.97 as an approximate method of obtaining anharmonic wavenumber values. This level of calculation has been shown to be very reliable for the S0 vibrational wavenumbers of a range of substituted benzenes [2] , [11] .
In the following, we shall calculate vibrational wavenumbers for the actual molecule, but also vibrational wavenumbers that are calculated using one molecule's force field, but then artificially changing the mass of one or two atoms to match those of substituents (atomic or otherwise). In this way, we can map out changes in the vibrational wavenumbers that occur solely from the mass effect and any deviations from these. In addition, we shall calculate generalized Duschinsky matrices using FC-LabII [19] to illustrate the mixed nature of the vibrations of one molecule when expressed as those of another. In each case we show results for the lowest energy conformer we found at the specified level of theory, although in the case of o-xylene the search was not exhaustive owing to convergence issues for some orientations. In any case, experience has shown that we do not expect the conformation to affect the phenyl-localized modes to any great extent for these molecules, and it is certainly the case that much higher levels of theory would be required to obtain quantitative energy differences between some of these conformers.
Labelling the S0 vibrational modes of oDFB
We have covered much of the background to our methodology in refs. [2] and [11] ; hence, we present the results succinctly here.
As a first step, we compare the vibrations of oDFB with those of benzene. There is an immediate problem, since a choice of axis system must be made. The C2 axis in oDFB bisects the C-C bond that has the two fluorine atoms attached to it, and so is the z axis according to convention; in contrast, the C6 axis in benzene is perpendicular to the molecular plane, and by convention is the z axis. Hence, in moving from benzene to an o-disubstituted benzene molecule, then the molecule moves from lying in the xy plane for benzene to the yz plane for an o-disubstituted benzene molecule. However, these axis systems are just conventions, and so for ease of comparison, we compare the vibrations of benzene and oDFB with both molecules lying in the yz plane; further, to compare motions the atoms in the molecules need to be aligned, and we align the molecules in an "obvious" relative orientation as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 represents the vibrations of oDFB in terms of those of benzene using a Duschinsky matrix approach, where one set of vibrations are expressed as linear combinations of another set. As noted in the caption, the shading indicates how well the vibration of one molecule represents that of the other, with black meaning the vibrations are identical, white meaning there is essentially no resemblance, and the depth of shade of grey representing the degree of similarity. As may be seen from this figure, the modes fall nicely into C2v symmetry blocks, but there is mixing between the modes: that is, the Wilson modes of benzene are not a good representation of the normal modes of oDFB, and this is true across the four C2v symmetry classes. It is interesting to note that while the 6a/b, 9a/b etc. degenerate vibrations of benzene separate into a1/b2 or a2/b1 pairs, matching the corresponding a/b label in each case is not true, owing to the location of the z axis; for example, the 18b mode is of a1 symmetry and the 18a mode is of b2 symmetry, while the reverse separation occurs for the 9a/b vibrations.
In setting up the Duschinsky matrix, we have noted that the molecules need to be aligned with atoms in corresponding positions, but some caution is required in doing this. So, in the present case, if we rotate the benzene molecule's axis system relative to that of oDFB by 60but keep the same atomic motions associated with the same atoms, then we still have an alignment of the atoms, but find that there is mixing between the a1 and b2 modes, and also between the a2 and b1 modes, and so the relative orientation shown in Figure 1 is the more natural one. (The reader can visualize this by looking at the motion of the v9a mode shown to the right in Figure 1 and seeing that it is a close match to that of o D5 -see below for a description of this labelling -but if the benzene molecule is rotated by 60, there is still alignment of the atoms, but the motions no longer correspond.) In summary, our conclusion is that the association of the benzene Wilson modes with those in an o-disubstituted benzene molecule is even more problematic than in the monosubstituted [2] or paradisubstituted cases [11] .
In Table 1 we present the data used to make up Figure 1 in a different way, with the notation explained in the footnotes. As may be seen from both Figure 1 and Table 1 , the oDFB normal modes are significant mixtures of the benzene ones and in many cases it is not possible to associate a unique Wilson label with a particular oDFB normal mode.
We now compare the oDFB normal modes with those of monofluorobenzene (FBz) (the Mi modes of Ref. [2] ) using a similar approach. As noted above, to construct the Duschinsky matrix, the atoms must be in the same orientations, i.e. the molecules need to be aligned; however, there is no unique way of doing this. We show what we feel is the most obvious way of comparing the modes, by aligning the C-F bond in FBz with one such bond in oDFB. The resulting Duschinsky matrix is shown in Figure 2 , and the breakdowns of the oDFB modes in terms of the FBz ones are given in Table 1 . As may be seen from Figure 2 , there is not a good match between the FBz and oDFB modes, with the mixing being considerable, and only a small number of vibrations of oDFB are largely identifiable with a single Mi mode, with the others being significant mixtures of modes.
We now consider how the vibrations of benzene evolve into those of oDFB as we simultaneously (and artificially) change the masses of two adjacent hydrogens from 1 amu to 19 amu -this allows the mass-only effects on the vibrational wavenumbers to be examined. We have done this by aligning the axis systems of benzene and oDFB as we did above, which separates the vibrations into C2v symmetry classes. In Figure 3 we
show the full-range plots for the a1 and b2 symmetry vibrations, while in Figure 4 we show the plots for all four C2v symmetry classes, but omitting the high-wavenumber vibrations for the a1 and b2 symmetry classes.
We first consider the evolution of the modes from benzene to oDFB, which correspond to the left-hand sides of each quadrant. There are significant changes in the wavenumbers of many of the vibrations as the mass changes, and interestingly a number of the curves look like they undergo "avoided crossings". We interpret these as the normal modes changing and becoming significant admixtures of the original normal modes, within the same symmetry class. Notably, once the artificial masses reach ~10 amu the curves become more settled, which we have taken to imply that the form of the normal modes are now largely stable and this persists to higher mass. In the case of the p-disubstituted benzenes in Ref. [11] , we gave detailed commentaries on the evolution of the benzene modes as the mass increased and the interested reader can look at Ref. [11] and then apply the same ideas while looking at the left-hand side of the present Figures 3 and 4 , while comparing to the breakdowns given in the present Table 1 . Again, it is clear that some modes are very mass sensitive, with the motion altering significantly at low masses, causing the changing wavenumber. The changes in motion lead to the evolving modes being represented by linear combinations of the original Bz modes. The summary of this analysis is similar to that in the previous paragraph: it is not possible to use the Wilson mode labels for the vibrations of o-disubstituted benzenes -a corresponding conclusion also reached in the case of pdisubstituted benzenes [11] .
We now explain why we do not simply use the p Di labels that we deduced previously for the para-disubstituted benzenes [11] . On the right-hand sides of Figures Note that this is not the same C2v axis system employed in Ref. [11] , and is used here simply to allow a more direct comparison of the ortho and para vibrational motions; note that this also allows the atoms and the axis systems to remain aligned. However, the numbering of the pDFB modes given on the right-hand side of the diagram does correspond to that given in Ref. [11] . Use of the same axis system also allows us to deal with the fact that with the original axis system used for pDFB [11] there are 3a2+6b2 out of plane modes, while in the system used here for pDFB and oDFB there are 5a2 + 4b1 such modes. In addition, although there are the same number of each of the a1 and b2 in-plane modes in the two axis systems, and the same vibrations belong to one of these two classes, some vibrations change their symmetries between the two axis systems. Further, when considered in its full D2h point group, the pDFB vibrations have u and g symmetry. To help the reader identify the various vibrations in the diagram, we have used different colours for each of the a and b symmetry vibrations across the two a1, b2 and a2, b1 pairs of classes, as indicated; we also used dashed lines to imply u symmetry and solid lines for g symmetry. As may be seen from Figure 4 , this means that lines where the colour or line type is different can cross (as they have different D2h symmetries), while if these are both the same, then the vibrations mix and an avoided crossing is observed. (Note that in Figure 1 together with the breakdowns provided in Table 1 , give insight into the interactions/mixings that are occurring between different vibrations; it is particularly interesting that there are some contributions from the highest a1 modes into the lowest ones. Similar comments also apply to the other classes.
It is clear that large mass-dependent changes are occurring early on as we move away from benzene in the centre of the figure. It is true again, however, that the changes largely settle down, from about 15 amu onwards.
Evidently, if we start on the far right-hand side of the diagrams in Figures 3 and 4 and trace a mode from pDFB through benzene to oDFB, we will have encountered various avoided crossings and, therefore, mixings of the modes. If we compare the motions on the far left-and far right-hand sides via a Duschinsky matrix approach, as shown in Figure 5 , we can see that there are very few modes that have the same motions for both oDFB and pDFB. For these reasons, we have had to accept that the labelling scheme for the ortho-disubstituted benzenes will need to be different to that of the para-disubstituted molecules. Indeed, the significant changes in the modes implied by Figure 5 provides a general word of caution in trying to compare vibrations between different isomers of substituted benzenes. Note that in certain special cases, for example replacing the ortho hydrogen in fluorobenzene by a deuterium atom, there will still be significant mixing of modes and so more caution would need to be exerted; we discussed this point in depth in the case of the monosubstituted species [2] , looking at monodeuterated benzene.
Having concluded that we need to employ a new labelling scheme for ortho-disubstituted benzenes, we now look at whether employing the modes of oDFB as the basis for this is sound. In Figure 6 , mass-correlation diagrams are presented that employ the force-field of oDFB whilst simultaneously changing the masses of both fluorine atoms artificially to that of each of the naturally-occurring isotopes of the halogens with the highest abundance. It may be seen there that, although there is a trend for the wavenumber to lower with increasing mass as expected, there is little indication of significant mixing between the modes and this is confirmed by Duschinsky matrices (not shown). Additionally, in Figure 7 , we show a mass-correlation diagram again using the force field of oDFB and changing the mass of only the ortho fluorine from mass 19
to mass 127, and again little mixing is seen, which is again confirmed by Duschinsky matrices (not shown).
As a consequence, and in line with similar conclusions outlined in our earlier papers [2, 11] , we take the normal modes of oDFB as the basis for the labels of ortho disubstituted molecules, with the label numbers being given by the standard Mulliken scheme [5] . However, because we wish the labels to be applicable across both symmetrically-and asymmetrically-substituted molecules, we construct these labels in the Cs point group, and denote them o Di, with the presuperscript to be included only when required to avoid ambiguity considering different isomers, and i running from 1 (for the highest wavenumber a vibration) to 30 (for the lowest a vibration). Note that our labels are restricted to the phenyl-ring localized modes, and so any substituents are effectively treated as point masses when determining the o Di labels, with substituent-localized vibrations being treated separately, as required. This means that even in cases where the substituents lower the overall point group symmetry to C1, the proposed scheme is still valid.
In summary, we propose the use of o Di labels for the normal modes of the phenyl-ring-localized vibrations of ortho-disubstituted benzenes. The normal mode diagrams are indicated in Figure 8 and it is relatively straightforward to assign a label to a vibration with a particular wavenumber, based either on expected mass trends, or by calculating and visualizing the motion with widely-available quantum chemical software. As examples of this, in Figure 9 we show the calculated motions of five oDFB, oClFB and oDCB a modes. 
Assigning the vibrations
We shall now consider four families of ortho-disubstituted benzenes, assign o Di labels and discuss previous assignments where appropriate, these are: symmetric disubstituted benzenes involving halogens, OH or CH3;
and the asymmetric dihalobenzenes, halotoluenes, halophenols and cresol. We have found it straightforward to identify the o Di label from the calculated motion in all of these cases, as discussed below.
Symmetric disubstituted benzenes
A summary of the available experimental and the present calculated vibrational wavenumbers are presented in Table 2 . The thirty vibrational wavenumbers of the ground electronic state (̃1A1) of the C2v molecule, oDFB have been summarized by Varsányi [3] , with Wilson-like labels given to these; the readily-available values were cited as being taken from two papers by Green and coworkers [20] , [21] and one by Steele [22] , with cited work in Green [20] also including Raman studies from Refs. [23] , [24] and [25] . Most of those values are from infrared or Raman studies of the liquid, although the infrared ones for pDIB are from studies of a solution. We report a summary of the values in Table 2 , favouring the infrared values over the Raman values where both have been given. In a few cases, to give vibrations with similar motions the same o Di label, a couple of switches in wavenumber ordering from that in oDFB was required -in these cases we have also reordered the experimental vibrational wavenumbers to match. The values for oDFB were slightly modified by Swinn and Kable [26] in their laser-induced fluorescence/dispersed fluorescence study of jet-cooled gaseous molecules, who also gave Mulliken labels together with Varsányi ones; interestingly, from band positions and assignments given in that work [26] , slightly different S0 values can be derived, which we would expect to be more comparable with the calculated values. As a consequence, where available, these values have been preferred in Table 2 . In keeping with the construction of the o Di labels, we have separated the vibrations into a and a symmetry, but have also indicated both the C2v Mulliken numbering (as used in Ref.
[26], for example), as well as the C2v symmetry, in Table 2 . In the following, the dihalogens are abbreviated in an obvious way, as we have done for oDFB, and oXyl = ortho-xylene (xylene = dimethylbenzene [27] , where available. We have deduced the assignments from the given symmetry and comments given in these papers, with a few discussion points given below. (Note that the conformers used for catechol and oXyl are given in a footnote to Table 2 .)
In Table 2 , we give our calculated wavenumbers, and it may be seen that there is generally very good agreement with the experimental values across the board, with there being only a small number of missing experimental values. In most cases, it is straightforward to track the vibrational modes across this family of molecules, particularly as many of the original experimental assignments were able to deduce the C2v symmetry class of a vibration from a band profile and/or comparing infrared and Raman activity. There are several points to highlight. For the heavier dihalobenzenes we find that we need to switch the ordering of the D10 and D13 vibrational wavenumbers, and also the D12 and D14 vibrations. For pDIB we also see that the calculated value of 308 cm -1 for D19 is not in good agreement with the experimental value of 206 cm -1
. In fact, the latter value was noted in the text has having an uncertain assignment, and it is not clear why it was associated with the given fundamental. Given the coincidence of the calculated values for D19 and D18, it is possible that the experimental values for these were overlapped. It is possible that the two values noted in Ref.
[20] of 200 cm -1 and 206 cm -1 could actually be assigned to the D21 first overtone and the D20 respectively, and we currently hypothesise this. We thus conclude that the assignment of the 206 cm -1 band in pDIB to D19 is erroneous and reassign this to D20; we then hypothesise that the D18 and D19 bands are coincident. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the experimental values to the ones calculated from the oDFB force-field and using artificial isotopes.
For catechol, there have been a number of infrared and Raman studies on the liquid, and one also on the vapour. We have preferred the values from the vapour studies [29] , and then those from the recent work of Koh et al. [31] . We note that the value for D9 from the vapour study would be 1364 cm -1 , but a fundamental in that work of 1324 cm -1 (assigned to an OH-localized vibration therein) was preferred by Koh et al. [31] and this value appears to be in better agreement with the calculated value herein. We note that assignments of three phenyl-ring localized vibrations at 1275 cm -1 , 1195 cm -1 and 1035 cm -1 in Ref. [29] seem to be erroneous based on the present calculated values. Indeed, some assignments have been modified slightly in Ref. [28] and again in Ref. [31] with some uncertainty implied as to which vibrations are OH-localized and which are phenyl-ring localized. Lastly, the value of 501 cm -1 reported for one of the in-plane vibrations in Ref. [27] also seems to be erroneous based on later studies and our calculated values.
It is interesting to note that the D10 and D12 vibrations may be well described as in-phase and out-of-phase C-X stretches, where X is a substituent, a similar situation was observed in the para-disubstituted species and in Ref. [11] we noted that these modes evolved into largely localized C-X and C-Y stretches in the asymmetric species, where X and Y are different substituents.
Asymmetric dihalobenzenes
A summary of the available experimental and the present calculated vibrational wavenumbers are presented in Table 3 . The experimental values for the asymmetric o-dihalobenzenes have been taken from Ref. [20] which are mostly infrared spectroscopic data for the liquid, but with some Raman values taken from Refs.
[24], [32] and [33] (also summarized in Ref.
[20]). To obtain consistency, we have given vibrations with similar motions the same Di label, which sometimes leads to the vibrations being in a different wavenumber order to those in oDFB -in these cases we have also reordered the experimental vibrational wavenumbers to match. As may be seen, there are only a small number of missing experimental values, and in general there is good agreement across the whole series. With the given assignments, it is again possible to track the same vibration across the series of molecules. We find that the order of vibration D10-D15 has changed from that in oDFB and so these are not in wavenumber order; however, the motions of modes given the same Di number are a good match across the series, meaning the assignment is sound. We note that the experimental value of the D18 band for oClIB of 366 cm -1 [20] is in poor agreement with the calculated value of 425 cm -1 ; in fact the 366 cm -1 value could be associated with the 20 1 +21 1 combination band, and so we think this value for D18 in Ref.
[20] is incorrect.
As noted in the previous sub-section, from our work on the para-disubstituted species, we would expect the D10 and D12 vibrations to evolve into localized C-X and C-Y stretches and in a number of cases, this seems to be the case and so we label these vibrations with this character in Table 3 . In such cases, and in a similar way to what we did in Ref. [11] , we have given the label D10 consistently to the highest wavenumber C-X stretch and the label D12 to the lowest wavenumber C-Y stretch. We note that there are some other vibrations with various small amounts of C-X and C-Y stretch character, and so this localization of motion is not complete, but it is a good approximation in some cases, and we find that the D10 vibrational wavenumbers of the ortho-disubstituted benzenes are generally similar to the D5 vibrational wavenumbers for the corresponding para ones [11] . When the lightest substituent is Cl or heavier, this localization does not occur -we think this is related to the distorted motion -and so in such cases we retain the symmetric and asymmetric labelling in Table 3 .
o-halotoluenes
A summary of the available experimental and the present calculated vibrational wavenumbers for the phenylring-localized vibration of the four commonly-occurring o-halotoluenes are presented in Table 4 . (The conformers employed are shown in a footnote to this table.) Again, these values come from the work of Green [20] and are mostly infrared spectroscopic values obtained on the liquid, with a few being from Raman studies [25] . Again, we have given vibrations with similar motions the same Di label, which sometimes leads to the vibrations being in a different wavenumber order to those in oDFB -in these cases we have also reordered the experimental vibrational wavenumbers to match. Again, there are several missing experimental values, but there is good agreement across the whole series and so the given assignments allow the same vibration to be tracked across the series of molecules. The reader will recall that the o Di labels only cover the phenyl-ring localized motions, and so do not include the vibrations largely localized to the methyl group, which form a separate set. Experience from our previous work [2, 11] and herein show that coupling between the methyllocalized and ring-localized sets of vibrations seems to be small, but will clearly be present and so may need to be taken account of in higher precision measurements. However, for the infrared and Raman studies referred to here, and our application to vibrationally-resolved electronic excitation (and dispersed fluorescence) spectra mentioned in the above text, the localized sets appear to be sufficient.
Here we find a localization of the C-X and C-CH3 stretch motions across the series, and in a similar manner to the convention we adopted in Ref. [11] , we use D10 always to label the carbon-halogen stretch and then D12
to label the C-CH3 stretch (labelled C-Me) in Table 4 .
o-halophenols and o-cresol
A summary of the available experimental and the present calculated vibrational wavenumbers for the phenylring localized vibrations of the o-halophenols and o-cresol are presented in Table 5 . (The conformers employed are shown in a footnote to this table.) These are taken from Green [34] and are mainly infrared spectroscopic studies of liquids, but with some values taken from a Raman study [25] , but cited in Ref. [34] .
We have given vibrations with similar motions the same Di label, which sometimes leads to the vibrations being in a different wavenumber order to those in oDFB -in these cases we have also reordered the experimental vibrational wavenumbers to match. Once again, the agreement between the calculated and experimental values is generally very good and trends in the vibrations can be followed across the series.
Again, we note that vibrations localized to the hydroxyl groups, or methyl group in the case of o-cresol, are not part of the o Di vibrational set. It is interesting to note that there is no conclusive evidence for perturbation of any of the out-of-plane phenyl-ring localized vibrations, even when the substituents are moving in opposite directions relative to the ring (see mode diagrams in Figure 8 and values in Table 5 ). This is a little surprising as it may be expected that there would be some hydrogen-bonding-type interaction between the hydroxyl group and the halogen. Further evidence for the absence of any significant interaction comes from the similarity of the o-cresol vibrational wavenumbers and those of oFPhOH where the masses are quite similar.
We find localization of the C-OH and C-X stretch motions in most cases, and in a similar manner to the convention we adopted in Ref. [11] , we use D10 to label the C-OH stretch and D12 to label the carbon-halogen, or carbon-methyl (labelled C-Me) stretch in Table 5 . The exception is for oFPhOH, where this localization does not occur cleanly, and so we retain the symmetric/asymmetric labels for D10 and D12 in this case.
Conclusions
In the present work, we have shown that it is possible to label the phenyl ring-localized vibrations of a range of ortho-disubstituted benzenes consistently, such that vibrations with the same atomic motion have the same label. In doing this we have seen that the ordering of the vibrations changes between species -this means that application of the usual Mulliken (Herzberg) labelling scheme for each species would give different labels to the same vibrations. We have shown how the ortho motions are related to those of the other species, and
shown that these are often heavily mixed versions of each other. This leads to the conclusion that the vibrational motions of the ortho-disubstituted benzenes are significantly different to those of benzene, monosubstituted benzenes or para-disubstituted species. This means both that different labelling schemes are required and, further, that some caution is required when drawing conclusions on vibration-specific trends across different isomers. It is worth noting that the centre-of-mass in benzene, monosubstituted benzenes and para-disubstituted benzenes stays on the z-axis (at least for the most part) whether the substitution is symmetric or not, while for asymmetric ortho-disubstituted species, the centre of mass migrates towards the heavier substituent, causing significant distortions of the motions of the other atoms, to compensate. Despite this, it was still possible to trace the motions as a function of mass for a fixed force field, but also to be able to identify to which of the o Di motions (given in Figure 8 ) a calculated vibration corresponded.
As in the para-disubstituted benzenes [11] , in a number of cases we were able to discern the localization of the in-phase and out-of-phase motions of the carbon-substituent bond stretching motions from the symmetrically-to the asymmetrically-substituted species. We have thus labelled these vibrations consistently, in a similar way to that used in Ref. [11] .
We anticipate that the use of this labelling scheme for ortho-disubstituted benzenes will reveal trends in vibration-specific behaviour between species more clearly, as we have found when examining the vibrationally-resolved electronic and photoelectron spectra of both monosubstituted and para-disubstituted benzenes. The oDFB labels have been included on the left, while on the right hand side the numbers refer to the p Di modes as in
Figure Captions
Ref. [11] . An expanded region of both of these plots is shown as part of Figure 4 , which also gives the Wilson modes in the centre. Note that we have used the same colour scheme and line type as employed in Figure 4 . 
